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the conception

Existence is this, I  thought, a start of joy, a stab of pain, an intense pleasure, veins that pulse under

the skin, there is no other truth to tell"

 

Elena Ferrante



When the question of personal identity arises, there are many variables that need to be borne in mind. While determinants like culture and

religion may be separated, the influence of basic human interaction cannot be removed even from one’s most private sense of self. It is

through interaction with others and one’s relationship to or with them that one’s private identity of Self can be understood most

accurately and for a pathologically codependent person, it is their only means of understanding their own identity. They are unable to see

themselves outside of their relationship to the proverbial Other. Grey Matter is a graphic novel that sees the dissolution of a woman’s

mental state after her husband, having felt smothered and held back for ages, decides to leave. She is, as per the aforementioned equation,

the codependent Self and her husband is the Other. Like the ‘lacking self’ Sartre talks about, Fera finds her identity coming apart at the

seams when her constantly giving Other removes himself from the picture and she struggles to hold herself up along with the entirety of

her notion of reality whereby her neurosis manifests in a Kafkaesque manner pitching her against herself.

Abstract



initial research

Study of the mundane (role of conversation)                            study of emotive patterns                           places as reflections of inhabitants



literary sources

The Birthday party by harold pinter

the yellow wallpaper by charlotte perkins gillman

the hour of the star by clarice lispector

the days of abandonment by Elena ferrante

a room of ones own by virginia woolf

a "many sided substance": philosophy of conversation in Woolf, Russell, Kant, Erin Greer, indiana

university press, spring 2017

the fictions of absence: feminism, modernism, virginia Woolf, susan sniader lanser, cornell university

press, 1992

horror vacui: the fear of emptiness, mads soegaard, 2018

 

 

 

 

plays

 

short stories

 

novels

 

 

essays



common themes

closed spaces as reflections of their inhabitants

external manifesttion of ones psyche

slice of life narration

stream of conciousness 

identity

What is one’s identity in terms of the space and time one occupies in the life of others?

How does one’s identity as a codependent personality alter/mould that of the Other?

How can one explore the working of an inherently codependent person’s mind through

introspective narrative building and storytelling? 

How does the fundamental break between the I-Thou equation occur when one or both

parties are codependent?

What is one’s personal identity when not influenced by the space and time others

occupy in their life? Is there such a thing?

 

 

 

 



continued research

john dykstra

i work with perspective illusions as a symbol for the personal perspective on life. we all have a perspective of the world and depending

on how healthy that perspective is, we can suffer unnecessarily or we can prosper against great odds

 



oyvind lauvdahl

 



vervina Henry

i am gaining a better understanding of my cultural identity through nagi. an alter-ego i have constructed

that plays a prominent role in my work. as the subject she represents my feelings emotions, and thoughts on

my culture"
 



susan aldworth

'the dark self' is an exhibition exploring the experience of sleep. it is an investigation into the human brain and

identity where she challenges us to reflect upon our nightly transition from consciousness to oblivion

 



eric thor sandburg

"dead things, naked things, vintage things, antique things, disturbingly cute things, acutely disturbing things"



charlie brown in peanuts

 

turning point

anti-hero

has to get out of bed and go through the same hell everyday

at the mercy of his friends Linus

not a master of the world, but a pawn



self-absolution/self-identity/self-completion

jealous lover seeks absolution in and through the eyes of the Other

relying on the Other's freedom to see them as perfect is self-nihilating as it

is exactly what deems the other poweless

"We ourselves are a lack" -Sartre

Seeking the affirmative gaze

Love and  Entitlement: Jealousy 

 Jean Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir

 

 

Codependency

an excessive emotional or psychological reliance on a partner, typically

one who requires support on account of an illness or addiction



exploration



EXPLORATION



NARRATIVE-LED EXPLORATION



NARRATIVE-LED EXPLORATION



THE HOW-TO OF GRAPHIC NOVELS



VISUAL LIBRARY FOR LOCATION



ILLUSTRATION EXPERIMENTATION





Grey matter: body

to



Magic Realism

intimacy/ muscle memory



denial

disbelief



'zit' growing

magic realism



The breaking point

miscommunication



desperate attempts to

avoid conflict/appease



metamorphosis of the 'zit'



Power politics changing



retrospective thinking showing her codependent habits

like relying on others, feeling detached from reality etc



neurosis coming to life



to

memories of intimate moments juxtaposed with

neurotic outburst



the confrontation

exposition (reality vs imagination)



strained relationship but she is

still dependent on him



moment of weakness

fall back into familiar patterns



the final break



to

a past friendship revisited

acceptance/security

sel-reliance



escape



take what you will




